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VersaClean & VersaCare
Cleaning, Care and Control

Wherever one travels in the world, one thing is more than obvious

of cleaning, service, movement and care systems providing an

and that being the need and attention being given to the quality of

exceptional selection of sound, innovative and well engineered

life, care of people and the cleanliness and orderliness of public

modules which will allow staff to attain the very standards that

buildings and facilities.

we all expect.

No longer will we, the public, tolerate low standards of cleaning

Planning of all maintenance systems must take into account a full

and hygiene and, as a direct result, improved systems must ensure

range of considerations, many of which will vary from application to

effective and efficient maintenance to ever rising standards.

application - but without a comprehensive plan,

The Numatic VersaClean & VersaCare ranges of equipment provide

the correct equipment and the right staff, the

a wide selection of models and designs covering the management

appropriate standards will not be acheived.

VersaClean
& VersaCare.
Innovation,
technology and
common sense in
equal measure...
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Spraymop SM40
Kit DTK5

(See pages 28 to 31)

Without doubt one of the most useful floorcare damp mopping
accessories for professional use.

Elasticated Nylostripe Pocket System

The Spraymop has a full 40cm (16”) Microfibre mop head with its
own integrated 400ml container that is operated by foot or hand
in order to apply small amounts of water or cleaning solution to
the floor, as required, in order to maintain the dampness of the
mop.
The standard cleaning head is to our unique Nylostripe
specification. This is a dual-function operational design with
the active stripes cleaning the floor surface whilst the deep
collection fabric retains the accumulated dirt during use.
By maintaining the dampness of the Microfibre with the spray
system, the collection and accumulation of dirt particles is
substantially enhanced and will be effective even without the use
of added chemicals and detergents.
The universal stainless steel “Z” coupling between the aluminium
mop stick and cleaning head provides full 360° articulation,
allowing varying movement techniques to suit different areas
and applications.

Foot Operated or...

The Nylostripe mop head is
easily removed and replaced
due to the simple elasticated
pocket system - no special
fixing.
Simple, Practical and
Professional… Never Better.

...Hand Operated

Detachable solution system is
simplicity itself.
Water/Cleaning Solution Application
629143 Microfibre Nylostripe

DTK5
Spraymop
Professional

Model Bottle Pad Weight Size
SM40 400ml 40cm 1Kg 1400mm
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Spraymop
Master SMM40
Kits DTK6/DTK8
(See pages 28 to 31)
There are an increasing number of applications for
spot or maintenance mopping, dedicated to keeping

Solution Nozzle

a visually good appearance to floor surfaces in high
profile environments.
With the world comprising a vast collection of
climates and floor surfaces, the Spraymop Master
system has been developed to accept the
complete range of our pocket mops; providing
a full choice to suit the majority of needs.
range of Nylostripe Microfibre and
* Aloopfullmops
is available to suit varying
applications in different environments

Foot Operated

and climates. (See page 30)
Like Spraymop, the Spraymop Master
starts with pre-wetting the clean mop
before use and simply using the

Available in 2 styles

onboard liquid spray system to
maintain the level of dampness
needed for the specific application.
Spraymop and Spraymop Master

DTK6
Pocket

are not full large area mopping
systems. They are floor
Hand Operated

maintenance accessories,
where localised or spot
cleaning is essential in

DTK8
Velcro

maintaining high
standards.

Water/Cleaning Solution Application
DTK6
Pocket
Spraymop

Colour Control Mop Heads

*

DTK8
Velcro
Spraymop

Model Bottle Pad Weight Size
SMM40 400ml 40cm 1.1Kg 1400mm
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Multimop

MM30

Super clean floors... twice as fast... not to mention walls or even ceilings. Yes the
professional Multimop is one of the simplest, most effective smaller area mopping
systems you will ever use but, like all the best ideas, it is the totally thoughtful design
concept that makes it so outstanding.

Powerful Squeeze Mechanism

A unique giant 35cm (14”) sponge mop that will really out perform the rest. The sponge
absorbs more than 10 times its own weight in liquid so you can really put plenty down
and pick it all up again and to cap it all, its very operational design makes it virtually self
cleaning.
The 30-litre pail runs on 4 twin-wheel castors, so no more lifting buckets all the
time - where you and your mop go, the bucket goes with you... on its wheels. This is
professional convenience mopping.

Giant 35cm Pads
The giant sponge is a 100% natural cellulose product with exceptional absorbency and
is virtually self-cleaning in use. Every time the mop is immersed and squeezed for use
a flood of water literally flushes
the sponge every time. The Velcro
backing allows quick and easy
removal.

Velcro Head

With the scouring and deep
cleaning pads, clean the dirty floor
surface aggressively as required
by the level of soiling, without
collecting the wet residue. As
the final operation change to the
sponge head, wash with plenty of
water and sponge dry as normal –
simple and effective.
50mm Twin Wheel Castors

Mop
Selection

Colour Coding Option

Multimop
Sponge

Multimop
Scourer

Multimop
Deep Clean

Model Capacity Pad
MM30
6

30L

Size
475
x 340
35cm
x 320mm

Hi-Bak

HB1812

The 1812 represents a super compact, truly professional dual compartment
mopping unit, with our unique parabolic separator allowing a generous 18-litre front
clean water container and 12-litre dirty water section to the rear.
The 60%/40% split in container capacity is genuinely practical, allowing larger
areas to be cleaned before emptying and refilling is required.
For smaller applications the separator may be reversed and the press placed in its
lower mounting position, resulting in a truly Xtra Compact system. In the event of a
single 30-litre bucket requirement, the parabolic separator can be easily removed.

Colour Coding Option

The All-Mops Press is suitable for a whole range of Kentucky and Flat mops,
providing excellent performance and results.
The Structofoam Hi-Bak bucket design speaks for itself in terms of rugged
reliability, running on 75mm (3”) non-marking castors - ensuring excellent
movement.

Fold-Away Handle

Low Press
Mounting

High Press
Mounting

Unique Clean/Dirty Water Separation

Large 75mm Castors

Mop
Selection
Kentucky
Mops

Hang-on
Mops

Pocket
Mops

Available as kits
DTK-1, DTK-2 & DTK-3

Model Capacity Press Castors Size
Allmops 4 x 475 x 340
HB1812 18/12L
30L
Press 75m x 320mm

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.
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DualMop

DM1520/2020/2820
A range of compact, efficient dual bucket mopping systems meeting an exceptionally
high standard of performance and functionality. Just look at the features:1. A range of 3 sizes: 15-litre, 20-litre and 28-litre.
2. A choice of 2 press heights, hi and lo, for operator convenience.
3. The highly efficient Allmops vertical hi-power press, suitable for both Kentucky and
Flat mops.
4. A comprehensive range of 10 mop kits to suit all models.
5. Our unique Bactiguard Kentucky mop head that does not
support the spread of bacteria.
6. Our Nylostripe
microfibre mop selection
provides excellent performance
and the choice of chemical free
cleaning.

Optional Easy-Fit Swing Pail - OUT

Optional Easy-Fit Swing Pail - IN

DM-2820

DM-2020
7. A standard flat mop on-board
storage facility.
8. Optional swing pail accessory
attachment that can be post-fitted
as and when required.
We have kept it simple, we
have kept it user friendly but,
most of all, we have kept it
professional... you won’t find
better.

Onboard Flat Mop Storage

Mop
Selection
Kentucky
Mops

Hang-on
Mops

Pocket
Mops

Available as kits
DTK-1, DTK-2 & DTK-3
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Capacity Capacity Optional
Model				
Castors
Size
Clean
Dirty Swing Pail Press
DM1520 15L
20L
5L			
Allmops
4 x 700 x 410 x 1080mm
DM2020 20L
20L
5L			
Press 75mm 800 x 410 x 1080mm
DM2820 28L
20L
5L			
800 x 410 x 1080mm

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

DM-1520

SingleMop

SB28W

The SB28W is an exceptionally compact, yet big capacity, single bucket
professional mopping system with the very real advantage of a fully integrated
onboard, lidded, 30-litre waste unit that can be used with or without waste bags
and an additional caddy for the storage of all those necessary cloths, dusters,
sprays, etc.
Based on our high profile chassis and running on 75mm (3”) non-marking castors,
Accessory Caddy

this is a strong, rugged and practical cleaning package.
The All-Mops Press allows use with our full range of Kentucky or Flat mops,
ensuring quick and effective performance.
Optional Wet
Floor Sign

SB28W shown with
optional large fixed
wheel kit.

High Efficiency AllMops Press

30 litre Onboard Waste Unit

Optional Large Fixed Rear Wheel Kit

Mop
Selection
Kentucky
Mops

Hang-on
Mops

Pocket
Mops

Available as kits
DTK-1, DTK-2 & DTK-3

Capacity Waste
Model			
Clean Capacity
SB28W

28L

Caddy

30L

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. * Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

4L

Press Castors
Allmops 4 x
Press 75m

Size
820 x 395
x 870mm
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TwinMop

TM2815

The Twinmop 2815 is a world first, being a complete compact dual bucket mopping
system incorporating our large, oversize, clean water bucket, dirty water pail and using
our patented AWS (Automatic Water Separation) system.
AWS is a serious operational advance… it means you only work from the one generous
28-litre clean water bucket below the press, but every time you use the press the water
is automatically discharged into the red dirty water pail, providing for quick and easy
emptying and refilling.

AWS really does make mopping quicker and better.

Accessory Caddy

The Twinmop system is equipped with the All-Mops Press, allowing use with the full range
of Kentucky and Flat mopping systems.
The chassis is our strong high profile construction, running on 75mm (3”) non-marking
castors, ensuring excellent mobility.
A small caddy is also provided to permit all those
essential cloths, sprays, etc to be carried as standard.
Optional Wet
Floor Sign

High Efficiency AllMops Press

75mm Non-Marking Castors

Optional Large Fixed Rear Wheel Kit

Mop
Selection
Kentucky
Mops

Hang-on
Mops

Pocket
Mops

Available as kits
DTK-1, DTK-2 & DTK-3
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Capacity Capacity
Model			
Clean
Dirty Caddy
TM2815

28L

15L

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. * Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

4L

Press

Castors

Size

Allmops
Press

4x
75m

820 x 395
x 870mm

TwinMop

TM2815W

The Twinmop 2815W has all the advanced features of the standard model but with
the addition of an onboard, lidded, 30-litre waste system, full size top caddy and
one 5-litre pail... here you have a full, super compact, total cleaning system.
Our patented AWS (Automatic Water Separation) system is not just unique, it is a
real advantage in use - allowing you to work only from the one generous 28-litre
front bucket, with dirty water automatically diverted to the red pail for emptying as
necessary.

Large Accessory Caddy with 5L Red Pail

The All-Mops Press is exceptionally efficient and allows you to use the complete
selection of Kentucky, Flat or Microfibre mops.
Twinmop really does mean quicker
and better cleaning... nothing missed,
nothing forgotten and long overdue.

Optional Wet
Floor Sign

30 litre Onboard Waste System

Optional Accessory Holder & Wet Floor Sign

Optional Large Fixed Rear Wheel Kit

Mop
Selection
Kentucky
Mops

Hang-on
Mops

Pocket
Mops

Available as kits
DTK-1, DTK-2 & DTK-3

Capacity Capacity Waste		
Model				
Clean
Dirty Capacity Caddy
TM2815W

28L

15L

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. * Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

30L

10L

Press Castors
Allmops 4 x
Press 75m

Size
820 x 395
x 870mm
11
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VersaClean
Systems...
The VersaClean service system has its foundation in
the well established and proven Numatic Structofoam
construction providing not only innovative designs but
to a standard that will work well, year in year out, even in
the most arduous of applications.
Throughout the range you will find a selection of
systems, styles and sizes that constitute the basis of the
individual modules; to which can be added a vast range
of accessories and attachments that allow specifications
to be achieved to suit the majority of needs.
Take time to consider the various aspects of the task
in hand – size, times available, staff requirement and
performance standards.
The final selected VersaClean concept will be a
balance between a dedicated workstation and mobile
management, a place for everything and everything in its
place, and when correctly equipped and used, will raise
both moral and standards to the benefit of all.

VersaClean...
Cleaning Management
without Compromise
13

Versamop
Comp
Versa
Numatic

Mop

The Versamop chassis is a rugged Structofoam

concept, but by virtue of its designed simplicity it
is able to accept three different cleaning systems
as standard.
With additional optional accessories that will literally
transform the unit into a
comprehensive cleaning
module, with onboard
watse and storage
facilities as required.

Optional Pails and Caddies

Twin 5-litre swing pails

VersaMop
basic unit.
Optional Waste Kit

Allmops Vertical Kentucky Press

Vertical Press VMV2222
The Versamop VMV-2222 mopping unit is a further extension of our
classic design, allowing for the use of a variety of flat mops without
variation to the module or its on-board facilities.
Full 22-litre clean water (blue) and dirty water (red) facilities and our efficient Allmops
press, with its unique high efficiency mop absorber system, provides exceptional
operational performance.

Mop Selection

Available as kits
DTK-1, DTK-2 & DTK-3

Kit BK2

Accessory
Kit AK1

Mop Capacity Capacity Waste
Kit
Clean
Dirty Capacity
BK2 -				
VMV2222		
22L
22L Optional
22/22L				
30L
Model

Pails

Press Castors

Optional Allmops 4 x
2 x 6L Press 75mm
14

Size

Well maintained mops
work better and last
820 x 395 longer. (See Mop Care
x 870mm instructions - page 31)

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

VMV2222
with Kit BK2.

pact Mopping Module
Wide Press VMW2215
The Versamop 2215 mopping system is designed to provide
a highly efficient, fast and convenient mopping unit and the increased efficiency of
our Speedclean flat press substantially extends the scope and appeal.
The standard system includes a full 22-litre red dirty water and rinse bucket and
blue 15-litre clean water unit, together with the Speedclean wide press, with its
high efficiency mop absorber feature which substantially improves operating
performance.
Kit BK3

Mop Selection

Available as kits
DTK-2 & DTK-4

Mop Capacity Capacity Waste
Kit
Clean
Dirty Capacity
BK3
-				
VMW2215		
15L
22L Optional
22/15L				
30L
Model

Pails

Press Castors

Optional Wide
2 x 6L Press

Size

4 x 820 x 395
75mm x 870mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

Accessory
Kit AK1

VMW2215
with Kit BK3.

MopMatic VMM2215
MopMatic is a unique mop preparation system that
allows operators to have an almost constant supply of clean, uniformly
impregnated mops to carry out the task in hand.
The MopMatic system, when used together with the range of Nylostripe
or Loop mop heads, results in a highly efficient package, producing
professional results to professional standards.

Mop Selection

Kit BK10

Accessory
Kit AK1

Available as kits
DTK-2 & DTK-4

Mop Clean Mop Dirty Mop Waste		
Kit
Capacity Capacity Capacity
BK10 - 10/12
20/24 Optional
VMM2215				
22/15L Mops
Mops
30L
Model

Pails

Castors

Size

Optional 4 x 820 x 395
2 x 5L 75mm x 870mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

VMM2215 with
Kit BK10.
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VersaClean Mini Pr

Numatic

VCN-

1404

The VCN1404 is an exceptionally compact service
module designed to be used where the primary
object is to clean and to be seen to be clean.
The standard specification is based on a steelreinforced Structofoam base unit and is equipped
with our universal 120-litre single or 70-litre twin
dual waste unit and
a pair of convenient
5-litre red and blue
swing pails. Three
versions are available.

Universal Dual Waste System As Standard

Twin 5-litre swing pails

VCN1404
basic unit.
Castors with non-marking rotating buffers

Colour-Coded Waste Management

Vertical Press Model
Equipped with our full twin 22-litre mopping kit (BK2) which includes
generous 22-litre clean and dirty water buckets and the highly efficient Allmops press
which incorporates our unique mop absorber feature that substantially improves
operating performance. When you select your preferred mop system additional
mop heads are available to order as required.

Mop Selection

Available as kits
DTK-1, DTK-2 & DTK-3

Kit BK2

Mop Capacity Capacity Waste
Kit
Clean
Dirty Capacity
BK2 120L
VCN1404		
22L
22L
22/22L
2 x 70L
Model

Pails
2x
5L
16

Press Castors

Size

Allmops 4 x 1050 x 530
Press 75mm x 980mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

VCN1404
with Kit BK2.

rofessional Service Module
Wide Press Model
The flat press mopping kit (BK3) comprises a wide 22-litre
red dirty water and rinse bucket and matching 15-litre blue clean water facility.
The Speedclean widepress, with its high efficiency mop absorber feature,
substantially improves operational performance and is designed to be equally
effective with either loop or microfibre mops.
Kit BK3

Mop Selection

Available as kits
DTK-2 & DTK-4

Mop Capacity Capacity Waste
Kit
Clean
Dirty Capacity
BK3
120L
VCN1404		
15L
22L
22/15L
2 x 70L
Model

Pails

Press Castors

1x
5L

Wide
Press

Size

4 x 1050 x 530
75mm x 980mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

VCN1404
with Kit BK3.

MopMatic Model
MopMatic is a unique mop preparation system that allows
operators to have an almost constant supply of clean, uniformly impregnated
mops to carry out the task in hand.
The MopMatic system, when used together with the range of Nylostripe or Loop
mop heads, results in a highly efficient package, producing professional results
to professional standards.

Mop Selection

Kit BK10

Available as kits
DTK-2 & DTK-4

Mop Clean Mop Dirty Mop Waste		
Kit
Capacity Capacity Capacity
BK10 - 10/12
20/24
120L
VCN1404				
22/15L Mops
Mops 2 x 70L
Model

Pails
Optional
2 x 5L

Castors

Size

Well maintained mops
work better and last
4 x 1050 x 530 longer. (See Mop Care
75mm x 980mm instructions - page 31)

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

VCN1404 with
Kit BK10.
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Numatic

VCN-

1414

VersaClean Midi Pr
The Midi is exceptionally compact yet has
the added advantage of additional storage
capacity for all those essential cleaning
materials and provision for a pair of 6-litre red
and blue pails supplied.
The standard specification is based on a
steel-reinforced Structofoam base unit and is
equipped with our
universal 120-litre
single or 70-litre
twin dual waste
unit and a pair of
convenient 6-litre
red and blue pails.

Universal Dual Waste System As Standard

Twin 6-litre pails in Half Tray

VCN1404
shown bare.

VCN1414
basic unit.

Castors with non-marking rotating buffers

Colour-Coded Waste Management

Vertical Press Model
Equipped with our full twin 22-litre mopping kit (BK2) which includes
generous 22-litre clean and dirty water buckets and the highly efficient Allmops press
which incorporates our unique mop absorber feature that substantially improves
operating performance. When you select your preferred mop system additional
mop heads are available to order as required.

Mop Selection

Available as kits
DTK-1, DTK-2 & DTK-3

Kit BK2

Mop Capacity Capacity Waste
Kit
Clean
Dirty Capacity
BK2 120L
VCN1414		
22L
22L
22/22L
2 x 70L
Model

Pails
2x
6L
18

Press Castors

Size

Allmops 4 x 1310 x 550
Press 100mm x 1070mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

VCN1414
with Kit BK2.

rofessional Service Module
Wide Press Model
The flat press mopping kit (BK3) comprises a wide 22-litre
red dirty water and rinse bucket and matching 15-litre blue clean water facility.
The Speedclean widepress, with its high efficiency mop absorber feature,
substantially improves operational performance and is designed to be equally
effective with either loop or microfibre mops.
Kit BK3

Mop Selection

Available as kits
DTK-2 & DTK-4

Mop Capacity Capacity Waste
Kit
Clean
Dirty Capacity
BK3 120L
VCN1414		
15L
22L
22/15L
2 x 70L
Model
Model

Pails

Press Castors

Size

2x
6L

Wide
4 x 1310 x 550
Press 100mm x 1070mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

VCN1414
with Kit BK3.

MopMatic Model
MopMatic is a unique mop preparation system that allows
operators to have an almost constant supply of clean, uniformly impregnated mops
to carry out the task in hand.
The MopMatic system, when used together with the range of Nylostripe or Loop
mop heads, results in a highly efficient package, producing professional results to
professional standards.

Mop Selection

Kit BK10

Available as kits
DTK-2 & DTK-4

Mop Clean Mop Dirty Mop Waste		
Kit
Capacity Capacity Capacity
BK10 - 10/12
20/24
120L
VCN1414				
22/15L Mops
Mops 2 x 70L
Model

Pails

Castors

Size

2x
6L

4 x 1310 x 550
75mm x 1070mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

VCN1414 with
Kit BK10.
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Numatic

VCN-

1604
Universal Dual Waste System As Standard

VersaClean Maxi Pr
In size, capacity and construction the VCN1604 has been our professional flagship
for more than a decade.
The complete structure is based on our full
Structofoam chassis, 100mm heavy duty
castors and rotating corner protectors, a
tubular epoxy-coated steel superstructure,
deep and generous adjustable tray units, 4 x
5-litre top pails (2 x 10-litre pails optional) and
universal dual waste system providing a choice
of either single
120-litre or twin
70-litre waste
disposal. The
waste system
is easily folded
for compact
storage.

Four 5-Litre pails in Full Tray (2 x 10L optional)

VCN1604
basic unit.
Colour-Coded Waste Management

Castors with non-marking rotating buffers

Vertical Press Model
Equipped with our full twin 22-litre mopping kit (BK2) which includes
generous 22-litre clean and dirty water buckets and the highly efficient Allmops press
which incorporates our unique mop absorber feature that substantially improves
operating performance. When you select your preferred mop system additional
mop heads are available to order as required.

Mop Selection

Available as kits
DTK-1, DTK-2 & DTK-3

Kit BK2

Mop Capacity Capacity Waste
Kit
Clean
Dirty Capacity
BK2 120L
VCN1604		
22L
22L
22/22L
2 x 70L
Model

Pails
4x
4L
20

Press Castors

Size

Allmops 4 x 1310 x 550
Press 100mm x 1070mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

VCN1604
with Kit BK2.

rofessional Service Module
Wide Press Model
The flat press mopping kit (BK3) comprises a wide 22-litre
red dirty water and rinse bucket and matching 15-litre blue clean water facility.
The Speedclean widepress, with its high efficiency mop absorber feature,
substantially improves operational performance and is designed to be equally
effective with either loop or microfibre mops.
Kit BK3

Mop Selection

Available as kits
DTK-2 & DTK-4

Mop Capacity Capacity Waste
Kit
Clean
Dirty Capacity
BK3
120L
VCN1604		
15L
22L
22/15L
2 x 70L
Model

Pails

Press Castors

Size

4x
4L

Wide
4 x 1310 x 550
Press 100mm x 1070mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

VCN1604
with Kit BK3.

MopMatic Model
MopMatic is a unique mop preparation system that allows
operators to have an almost constant supply of clean, uniformly impregnated mops
to carry out the task in hand.
The MopMatic system, when used together with the range of Nylostripe or Loop
mop heads, results in a highly efficient package, producing professional results to
professional standards.

Mop Selection

Kit BK10

Available as kits
DTK-2 & DTK-4

Mop Clean Mop Dirty Mop Waste		
Kit
Capacity Capacity Capacity
BK10 - 10/12
20/24
120L
VCN1604				
22/15L Mops
Mops 2 x 70L
Model

Pails
4x
5L

Castors

Size

Well maintained mops
work better and last
4 x 1310 x 550 longer. (See Mop Care
100mm x 1070mm instructions - page 31)

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

VCN1604 with
Kit BK10.
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VersaClean
‘All-T
VCNNumatic

1804
Universal Dual Waste System As Standard

The VCN-1804 has been developed from the ground
up, giving high priority to exceptional mobility,
constructional integrity and usability, with numerous
optional facilities able to be added to extend the
scope of the product to meet different requirements.
Construction is based on our well established
Structofoam specification; equipped with 200mm
(8”) heavy duty, super quiet castors, rotary corner
protection and soft side-wall protection. Deep base
and trays provide plenty
of practical storage
and room for a choice
of cleaning pails with
or without lids. The
universal waste system
is standard, allowing the
use of single 120-litre or
twin 70-litre waste bags
as required.

Four 5-Litre pails in Full Tray

VCN1804
basic unit.
Colour-Coded waste Management

Large Rotating Transit Wheels

Vertical Press Model
Equipped with our full twin 22-litre mopping kit (BK2) which includes
generous 22-litre clean and dirty water buckets and the highly efficient Allmops press
which incorporates our unique mop absorber feature that substantially improves
operating performance. When you select your preferred mop system additional
mop heads are available to order as required.

Mop Selection

Available as kits
DTK-1, DTK-2 & DTK-3

Kit BK2

Mop Capacity Capacity Waste
Kit
Clean
Dirty Capacity
BK2 120L
VCN1804		
22L
22L
22/22L
2 x 70L
Model

Pails
4x
4L
22

Press Castors

Size

Allmops 4 x 1310 x 550
Press 200mm x 1070mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

VCN1804
with Kit BK2.

Terrain’ Service Module
Wide Press Model
The flat press mopping kit (BK3) comprises a wide 22-litre
red dirty water and rinse bucket and matching 15-litre blue clean water facility.
The Speedclean widepress, with its high efficiency mop absorber feature,
substantially improves operational performance and is designed to be equally
effective with either loop or microfibre mops.
Kit BK3

Mop Selection

Available as kits
DTK-2 & DTK-4

Mop Capacity Capacity Waste
Kit
Clean
Dirty Capacity
BK2 120L
VCN1804		
15L
22L
22/15L
2 x 70L
Model

Pails

Press Castors

Size

4x
4L

Wide
4 x 1310 x 550
Press 200mm x 1070mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

VCN1804
with Kit BK3.

MopMatic Model
MopMatic is a unique mop preparation system that allows
operators to have an almost constant supply of clean, uniformly impregnated mops
to carry out the task in hand.
The MopMatic system, when used together with the range of Nylostripe or Loop
mop heads, results in a highly efficient package, producing professional results to
professional standards.

Mop Selection

Kit BK10

Available as kits
DTK-2 & DTK-4

Mop Clean Mop Dirty Mop Waste		
Kit
Capacity Capacity Capacity
BK10 - 10/12
20/24
120L
VCN1804				
22/15L Mops
Mops 2 x 70L
Model

Pails

Castors

Size

4x
5L

4 x 1310 x 550
200mm x 1070mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

VCN1804 with
Kit BK10.
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VersaCare
Encl
VCNNumatic

1904
Enclosed Bag System

The VersaCare 1904 combines all the very best constructional and design features of the 1804
model but provides the added advantage of an enclosed storage section for reasons of both
looks (in high profile areas) and security where necessary.
Construction is based on our well established
Structofoam specification; equipped with
200mm (8”) heavy duty, super quiet castors,
rotary corner protection and soft side-wall
protection. Deep base and trays provide plenty
of practical storage and room for a choice of
cleaning pails
with or without
lids. The universal
waste system is
standard allowing
the use of single
120-litre or twin
70-litre waste bags
as required.

4 x 5-Litre pails and 2 x twin bottle holders

VCN1904
basic unit.
Large Rotating Transit Wheels

Locking Storage

Vertical Press Model
Equipped with our full twin 22-litre mopping kit (BK4) which includes
generous 22-litre clean and dirty water buckets and the highly efficient Allmops press
which incorporates our unique mop absorber feature that substantially improves
operating performance. When you select your preferred mop system additional
mop heads are available to order as required.

Mop Selection

Available as kits
DTK-1, DTK-2 & DTK-3

Kit BK4

Mop Capacity Capacity Waste
Kit
Clean
Dirty Capacity
BK4
120L
VCN1904		
22L
22L
22/22L
2 x 70L
Model

Pails
4x
5L
24

Press Castors

Size

Allmops 4 x 1310 x 550
Press 200mm x 1070mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

VCN1904
with Kit BK4.

losed Service Module
Wide Press Model
The flat press mopping kit (BK5) comprises a wide 22-litre
red dirty water and rinse bucket and matching 15-litre blue clean water facility.
The Speedclean widepress, with its high efficiency mop absorber feature,
substantially improves operational performance and is designed to be equally
effective with either loop or microfibre mops.
Kit BK5

Mop Selection

Available as kits
DTK-2 & DTK-4

Mop Capacity Capacity Waste
Kit
Clean
Dirty Capacity
BK5 120L
VCN1904		
15L
22L
22/15L
2 x 70L
Model

Pails

Press Castors

Size

4x
5L

Wide
4 x 1310 x 550
Press 200mm x 1070mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

VCN1904
with Kit BK5.

MopMatic Model
MopMatic is a unique mop preparation system that allows
operators to have an almost constant supply of clean, uniformly impregnated mops
to carry out the task in hand.
The MopMatic system, when used together with the range of Nylostripe or Loop
mop heads, results in a highly efficient package, producing professional results to
professional standards.

Mop Selection

Kit BK10

Available as kits
DTK-2 & DTK-4

Mop Clean Mop Dirty Mop Waste		
Kit
Capacity Capacity Capacity
BK10 - 10/12
20/24
120L
VCN1904				
22/15L Mops
Mops 2 x 70L
Model

Pails

Castors

Size

4x
5L

4 x 1310 x 550
200mm x 1070mm

Well maintained mops
work better and last
longer. (See Mop Care
instructions - page 31)

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

VCN1904 with
Kit BK10.
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Mop Choice...
The days of a simple mop and bucket as a
means of cleaning a floor are long gone.
Using more than 30 years of innovation and
practical common sense the
Numatic VersaClean range
of mopping equipment
and mop systems provides
efficient and effective solutions
to the majority of requirements
worldwide.
There are different countries, different climates, different techniques, different floors and
different staff but, with all these differences,
there is one thing on which we can all agree
and that is the need for the same high standard
of performance and usability wherever we
work and clean.
With the Numatic VersaClean range you will
find a selection of designs and accessories
to provide not only cleaning solutions but well
thought out cleaning solutions that work and
work well.

VersaClean …
Solutions that Work
26

VersaClean... Always Thinking Ahead
The VersaClean range is designed to accept different operating systems to meet the individual requirements
in different countries and applications. These systems fall mainly into 3 parts:1. Vertical press systems. 2. Wide press systems. 3. MopMatic system.

AllMops Vertical Press
Based on our original, time-tested, and much
respected design the new All-Mops press is
yet a further advance in both convenience and
performance. The ability to use this press with our full
range of mops, both Kentucky and Flat mops, has the
obvious user advantages but, equally,
by virtue of our patented collector/
diverter the press can be used
together with the full range of
our Mopping Systems including
the unique AWS - Automatic Water
Separation - incorporated on the
TwinMop Designs.

Speedclean Wide Press
The SpeedClean wide press embodies much of the engineering
standards of the vertical press but is designed to be used
exclusively with our Flat Mopping Systems.
By virtue of the
unique power
press operational
concept this is
just about the
most convenient
and effective wide press design available, and can be used with
our full range of Pocket or Velcro backed mop heads.

MopMatic System
A unique and thoroughly practical system providing pre-prepared mop heads to any
individual standard that can be carried
on the full range of VersaCare
units; ensuring a well
disciplined standard
of floor cleaning and
disinfecting in many of
the people sensitive
areas: completely
dispensing with the
traditional press and
bucket requirement.
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Mop Selection

Kentucky Mop
DTK1

With the many advances in mopping systems there have been numerous
meaningful improvements in mop designs.
Different countries, different climates and different techniques have
demanded a wide selection of concepts, designed to satisfy the many varied
professional requirements.
Full consideration must be given to the choice of mop system based on
the choice of press system - as both press and mop have been designed to
be fully complimentary.
(See full details of mop kits page 29)

NuMop
Pocket Mop
DTK2

NuMop
Hang-On
DTK3

Velcro Mop
DTK4

SprayMop
Velcro Mop

SprayMop
Pocket Mop

DTK8

DTK6

Pocket
Mop fitting
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NuMop

Hang-On
Mop fitting

Velcro
Mop fitting

Mop Kits
The selection of the appropriate mop kit, once again, needs
care so as to ensure that it is fully compatible with the
operator’s requirements and expectations. There are a series
of variations to each primary mop design, covering basic and
comfort grip and telescopic and comfort grip models.

Often the selection will be based on how extensively the mop
will be used and the size of areas that will need to be covered
by the user in any normal working cycle.
Different kits are designed to work with the alternative press
models and must be selected with this clearly in mind.

Kentucky
DTK1 (629332) - Field Gate
Bactiguard 400gr
DTK1C (629336) - Comfort grip, Field
Gate Bactiguard 400gr

Kit DTK1

NuMop

Kit DTK2

DTK2 (629333) - NuMop Nylostripe 40cm
DTK2C (629337) - Comfort grip, NuMop
Nylostripe 40cm
DTK2T (629340) - Telescopic, NuMop
Nylostripe 40cm
DTK2TC (629343) - Telescopic
Comfort grip, NuMop Nylostripe 40cm

Hang-On

Kit DTK3

DTK3 (629334) - Hang-On Mop
Nylostripe 40cm
DTK3C (629338) - Comfort grip, HangOn Mop Nylostripe 40cm
DTK3T (629341) - Telescopic Hang-On
Mop Nylostripe 40cm
DTK3TC (629344) - Telescopic Comfort
grip Hang-On Mop Nylostripe 40cm

NuMop

Kit DTK2

DTK2 (629333) - NuMop Nylostripe 40cm
DTK2C (629337) - Comfort grip, NuMop
Nylostripe 40cm
DTK2T (629340) - Telescopic, NuMop
Nylostripe 40cm
DTK2TC (629343) - Telescopic
Comfort grip, NuMop Nylostripe 40cm

Velcro

DTK4 (629335) - Velcro Nylostripe 40cm
DTK4C (629339) - Comfort grip, Velcro
Nylostripe 40cm
DTK4T (629342) - Telescopic Velcro
Nylostripe 40cm
DTK4TC (629345) - Telescopic Comfort
grip Velcro Nylostripe 40cm

Kit DTK4

NuMop

Kit DTK2

DTK2 (629333) - NuMop Nylostripe 40cm
DTK2C (629337) - Comfort grip, NuMop
Nylostripe 40cm
DTK2T (629340) - Telescopic, NuMop
Nylostripe 40cm
DTK2TC (629343) - Telescopic
Comfort grip, NuMop Nylostripe 40cm

Velcro

Kit DTK4

DTK4 (629335) - Velcro Nylostripe 40cm
DTK4C (629339) - Comfort grip, Velcro
Nylostripe 40cm
DTK4T (629342) - Telescopic Velcro
Nylostripe 40cm
DTK4TC (629345) - Telescopic Comfort
grip Velcro Nylostripe 40cm
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Standard Mop Selection
Over the years substantial advances have been made in fabric composition and efficiency of individual mop heads and, once again, specific
requirements must be taken into account in the selection of the appropriate specification for the floor areas to be maintained.
In principle the long established Kentucky mop provides
substantial water-holding capacity, allowing floors to be washed
and virtually dried and is still favoured in many warmer climates.
The Loop Flat mop provides all the convenience of flat mopping
with a moderate water-holding capacity.
The NyloStripe Microfibre mop represents the best of all worlds
with good water-holding capacity and excellent cleaning
performance by virtue of the active nylon cleaning bar design,
allowing floors to be cleaned quicker, with less liquid, thus
providing a shorter drying time.
Think carefully about the specific application, the level of soiling
and the frequency of maintenance and select the appropriate
627575 Monsoon Bactiguard 400gr Loop and Web Kentucky Mop, Green, (10 pack)
mop head to give you both the best and the quickest results.
627574 Monsoon 400gr Loop and Web Kentucky Mop (10 pack)

Kentucky Mops

Hang-On Mops

Pocket Mops

627577 Slalom 40cm Hang-on Loop Mop (10 pack)

627576 Slalom 40cm Pocket Loop Mop (10 pack)

627756 Slalom 40cm Velcro Loop Mop (10 pack)

629088

629089

629090

629276
629277
629278

Slalom 40cm Hang-On Nylostripe Microfibre
Mop(10 pack) - Blue
As above - Red
As above - Green
As above - Yellow

Spraymop Mops

629219

40cm Wet Nylostripe Microfibre Pocket Mop
Elastic (10 pack) - Blue

629270
629271
629272
629233

Slalom 40cm Pocket Nylostripe Microfibre
Mop(10 pack) - Blue
As above - Red
As above - Green
As above - Yellow
Slalom 50cm Mop (10 pack) - Blue

Pocket MopMatic

629199
629273
629274
629275
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Velcro Mops

Slalom 40cm Pocket Vertical Nylostripe
Microfibre Mop (10 pack) - Blue
As above - Red
As above - Green
As above - Yellow

629279
629280
629281

Slalom 40cm Velcro Nylostripe Microfibre
Mop (10 pack) - Blue
As above - Red
As above - Green
As above - Yellow

Velcro MopMatic

629201
629282
629283
629284

Slalom 40cm Velcro Vertical Nylostripe
Microfibre Mop (10 pack) - Blue
As above - Red
As above - Green
As above - Yellow

Kentucky Mops
The Monsoon range of mop heads may be washed between 60º C and
90º C but the use of bleach should be avoided as this will damage the
structure of the fibre and reduce performance.
Mops that have been used exclusively for disinfecting by total
immersion must be neutralized during a clean water economy wash
cycle prior to any detergent wash being undertaken. This prevents interaction between the
disinfectant and detergent.

Slalom Loop Mops (all styles)

All Slalom Loop mops should be pre-washed at 90º C. Pocket

neutralized during a clean water economy wash cycle prior

and Hang On types can also be maintained using a 90º C

to any detergent wash being undertaken. This prevents

programme. Velcro Loop mops should be maintained at 75º C

interaction between the disinfectant and detergent. The use

maximum to extend the life of the Velcro backs. Mops that have

of bleach or bleach agents is not recommended as it will

been used exclusively for disinfecting by total immersion must be

damage the fibres and reduce performance.

Slalom Microfibre Mops (all styles)
All Microfibre mops should be pre-washed
once at 90º C and maintained by washing
at 90º C. Velcro Loop mops should be
maintained at 75º C maximum to extend
the life of the Velcro backs. Do not use
fabric conditioners, softeners, bleach or
bleach agents as these will rapidly damage
the microfibres, which are the very basis of
the mop design, and reduce performance
and the very dirt retention characteristics.

I M P O R TA N T
Failure to follow a good code of mop maintenance could dramatically reduce both mop life and its very
cleaning performance.
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The unique mop preparation system...

1 MopMatic

This is really where simplicity, innovation and good practice meet and produce
results.
MopMatic is designed to provide a practical answer to the disciplined
maintenance of floors in people sensitive or critical areas where standards are
all important.
MopMatic is a unique mop preparation system that allows operators to
have an almost constant supply of clean, uniformly impregnated mops
to carry out the task in hand. Whether the need is for cleaning or
disinfecting or a combination of the two, uniformly prepared
mops leave nothing to chance.

2 MopMatic Explained
1

Load the mop box
with 10 clean mop
heads...

2

Pour the
approved solution into
the central automatic
dispensing reservoir...

The
MopMatic
mop box is
totally unique (patent
applied for) allowing for
10 loop or microfibre mops to be uniformly
impregnated by the simple addition of the
approved cleaning/disinfecting solution.

3

Snap on lid
and leave for 15 minutes...

...then turn
over and
leave for
another 15
minutes...

32

4

Remove lid, take one
mop head and
attach to mop,
replace lid...

Red bucket can hold
approximately 20-25 dirty
mops with or without net
insert.

5

After use place
dirty mops in red
bucket and replace lid

3

Choose Your MopMatic Mop System

The MopMatic system is ideally suited for use with our range of 40cm flat mops (see page 6).
All you have to decide is which one suits your needs best...

2 Mop Holders

A Velcro attachment or Pocket type... a question of preference (see page 6).

2 Mop Specifications

Both Microfibre and Loop mops are available in both Velcro and Pocket styles.

NuSpray

The NuSpray with its own reservoir on-board allows for additional cleaning solution to be delivered
to the floor at will, in order to maintain the cleaning efficiency at all times. Available in both Velcro
and Pocket styles.

4 MopMatic Fits All...

The MopMatic system is a genuine advance
in improving cleaning standards but, by virtue of its simplicity and
consistency, it will find great favour with all those responsible for the
supervision of, and improvement of, cleaning performance.

Stacking
MopMatic
facility

Operators like it because it is so simple,
administrators like it because it works and works well... each and
every time. MopMatic really is the cleaner way forward.

Colourcoded
MopMatic
pails

The cleaner way forward...
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Xtra
Systems

VersaCare...
Adds Common
Sense to Planning
34

In the planning stage
of any comprehensive
cleaning programme there
will be the need for a full range
of dedicated equipment designed
to fulfil the primary needs of the
application.
As a result of many years of experience,
however, we have found that inevitably
there is an important secondary range of
requirements that must be addressed in order
to satisfy the total needs of the overall plan and
to ensure its functional effectiveness.
The collection and movement of waste; the
handling of linen; the service of small (and
sometimes remote) areas; all need to be
entered into the equation and, when given
the correct consideration at the onset, they
will provide those finishing touches which are
always needed to ensure operational success.

Xtra Compact
XC1

The ideal choice of service trolley where
space is at a premium but where the need
for limited mopping facilities is essential.
The construction is based on our uniquely
strong Structofoam chassis, fitted with nonmarking 75mm (3”) castors, rotating buffers,
Nutex epoxy coated superstructure, two
deep tray units, a pair of 6-litre colour-coded
pails and a full size deep 18-litre mop pail
fitted with 200g basket to suit the majority of
standard mops of this size. The Bactiguard
Twistmop with its anti-bactericidal
specification will be much appreciated in
use.

Half Tray with Rack and 6-litre Pails (XC1)

The XC-1 is fitted with a full size
Universal Dual Waste System to
allow a choice of 120-litre (that
accepts 700 x 1100mm waste
bags) or twin 70-litre waste units
(that accepts 575mm/1000mm
waste bags), allowing for simple
onboard waste separation.

Universal Dual Waste System 120-litre or 2 x 70-litre -All

Model
		

Top
Tray

Small
Pails

Mid
Tray

Large Castors
Pail		

						
XC1
10L
2 x 6L
10L
18L
						

4x
75mm

Waste
Bags

Size

120L/ 840 x 570
2 x 70L x 1060mm

XC3

Optional Bactiguard Twistmop 200g XC1

Where mopping facilities are not required,
this compact trolley provides maximum
storage capacity - allowing for the
efficient servicing of offices and other
accommodations.

Full Tray with Dividers XC3

The construction is based on our uniquely
strong Structofoam chassis fitted with
non-marking 75mm (3”) castors, protective
buffers, Nutex epoxy coated superstructure,
two full size deep tray units and a pair of
10-litre colour-coded pails.
The XC-3 is fitted with a full size Universal
Dual Waste System to allow a choice of
120-litre (that accepts 700 x 1100mm waste
bags) or twin 70-litre waste units
(that accepts 575mm/1000mm waste
bags), allowing for simple onboard
waste separation.
Model
		

Castors with Non-Marking, Rotating Buffers

Top
Tray

Small
Pails

Mid Castors Waste
Tray		
Bags

					
XC3
16L
2 x 10L
16L
					

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

Size

4x
120L/ 840 x 570
75mm 2 x 70L x 1060mm
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Swingtop STC1
Carousel NC1
The Swingtop Carousel is, without doubt, not only an outstanding mobile cleaning
module but also a very clever design providing a number of cleaning facilities in
one exceptionally compact and easy to
handle, user friendly, package.
Removeable Accessory Caddy

In principle the Carousel range
is designed to make compact
size its first consideration
but, whilst being small,
it has ample scope
for professional use.
Sometimes two or three
smaller units are more
acceptable than
something larger.

Swingtop

The swing top model
allows waste disposal,
mopping and access
to cleaning material all
simultaneously. The
optional Bactiguard
Twist mop with its
anti-bactericidal
specification will be
much appreciated.
Truly the Cleaners’
Friend...

Enclosed Waste Disposal Unit

Twistmop Pedal Lock
Carousel
STC1TM
Swingtop

Lift-top
Carousel
NC1TM
Basic Model

Optional
Bactiguard
Twistmop
200g
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Waste Waste
Model			
Bin
Bags
NC1
		
STC1

70L

70L

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

Caddy Pails Castors
4L

Size

4 x 545 x 500 x 870mm
14L		
75mm 545 x 500 x 920mm

Carousel NC2
The NC-2 is pure 100% compact convenience.
Two colour-coded 70-litre lidded waste bins can be
used with or without liner bags, mounted on the unique
Carousel chassis for easy movement. Wet and dry
waste in kitchens, etc, waste separation in offices 101 applications.
Waste bins are detachable for easy emptying.
Colour-Coded 70-litre Waste Bins

Model Waste
Waste
		
Bin
Bags
		
2
x		
NC2		
70L
		
70L		

Castors

Size

4 x 540 x 480
75mm x 870mm

Carousel NC3

Detachable for emptying

Where onboard mop systems are not required,
the NC-3 is the classic helper for busy people
in busy, high profile environments - yes
everything to do the job in hand. A 70-litre
lidded waste bin can be used with or without
liner bags, plus two colour-coded detachable
cleaning caddies - one large and one small
- ensures that all your cleaning needs are
onboard and available at all times. A real
timesaver and so very convenient to use.
Model Waste
Waste Caddy Caddy Castors Size
		
Bin
Bags
Small
Big
						
4 x 540 x 480
NC3
70L
70L
4L
10L
						
75mm x 870mm

Fully Colour-Coded System

Carousel NC4
Easy Caddy Location

Large 75mm Non-Marking Castors

The full colour-coded cleaning mobile that
really does allow “full” control of the cleaning
programme in all applications.
Hotels, for example - bedrooms one colour,
bathrooms another colour, WCs yet another... a
place for everything and everything in its place.
Two large and two small twin compartment
caddies all together but all easily detachable as
required. No system could be simpler or more
versatile than the Carousel.
Model
		
		
NC4
		

Caddy
Small
2x
4L

Caddy
Big
2x
10L

See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

Castors

Size

4x
75mm

540 x 500
x 870mm
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NuSax

Universal Dual Waste System 120-litre or 2 x 70-litre

There are areas that need static waste units - where the
individual disposal of waste is convenient, and where
separation of waste is an important consideration, colourcoded systems can be used to ensure a disciplined waste
policy.
Model Waste Bags
Size
		
120L/
950
x 590 x
In the larger
Sax-120
		
2 x 70L
1055mm
establishments it may
not be practical to have a multitude of individual waste
units and mobile waste collection is the obvious solution.
This is particularly noticeable in some of the large office
complexes.

Sax-120

The larger NuSax models are available in 2 (240-litre); 3
(260-litre) or 4 (280-litre) bag variants and, in addition,
incorporate two spacious end storage tray units to
accommodate “onboard” cleaning materials, permitting
basic cleaning duties to be achieved
simultaneously with waste collection. It all
saves time and improves standards.

Sax120 Colour Coding Disks

2 x 120L
= 240L
NSX-240

2 x 70L

120L

NSX-260
Easy Access Lids

4 x 70L
= 280L
NSX-280

Colour-Coded Waste System

2 x 120L
= 240L
240L

260L

380L
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280L

400L

360L

420L

Model

Waste Bags

Size

NSX-240/260/280
NSX-360/380/400/420

Multi
Multi

1125 x 665 x 980mm
1505 x 665 x 980mm

Large Wheels with Non-Marking, Rotating Buffers
See pages 28 to 33 for full mop selection. Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

1 x 120L

2 x 70L = 140L

Laundry Systems

1

Throughout the world there is an increasing
emphasis on the care and wellbeing of
both the sick and the elderly, resulting
in an increasing demand for a sound,
yet practical, system of linen collection,
movement, and processing.
100L

The heart of the linen mobile is a central
twin bag module (LLM-2100) constructed
upon a Structofoam chassis fitted with nonmarking heavy duty castors.

100L

Half Tray Optional Accessories

2

By additional kits the 2 bag unit can be
extended to 3 bags (LLM-3100) or 4 bags
(LLM-4100) or by the addition of optional
accessories, the 2 bag or 3 bag modules
can be enhanced to provide additional
facilities (pic 1 & 2).
All linen bags are fully washable and,
by virtue of a choice of 4 drawstrings,
can be colour coded to coincide with
specific system requirements. All lids
can also be colour coded to suit the
bag drawstring system in blue, red,
green or yellow (pic 3 & 4).

Full Tray Optional Accessories

3
100L

100L

100L

The lid and bag holder design allows
a full choice to suit a variety of
applications and an important facility
is the added provision for using
700mm/1100mm poly liner bags within
the cloth bags as and when required
or, indeed, poly bags without the
cloth bags if so required (pic 5).

Colour-Coded Drawstring Sysytem

4

An important added feature provides for
bag extensions to fold for more
compact storage,
always a high
priority.

100L
100L

100L
100L

Colour-Coded Lid Disk Sysytem

5

Poly Bag Liner Option

Model

Waste Bags

Castors

Size

LLM-2100
LLM-3100
LLM-4100

2 x 100L
3 x 100L
4 x 100L

4 x 100mm
4 x 100mm
4 x 100mm

1100 x 580 x 1480mm
1510 x 580 x 1480mm
1910 x 580 x 1480mm

Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.

The new LL (Lidded Linen) units are
also available for the NuSax and
NuKeeper models.
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VersaCare
Systems
The servicing of guest accommodation in hotels, residents
in homes for the elderly, or patients in hospitals, clinics or
sanatoria is absolutely fundamental and needs to be given
full consideration at all levels in order to ensure efficient and
orderly care, control and appearance.
Over the past 25 years, however, we have found that
whatever you may think, there is almost no such thing as a
standard specification for a housekeeping module that will
suit all the different requirements.
To provide the housekeeping fraternity with a choice and
variety of service units, the full NuKeeper range - together
with Servo X and NuBag systems - addresses a wide range
of specifications and sizes that will allow the selection of
equipment that will meet the needs of the vast majority of
applications, without compromise.

NuKeeper...
the Housekeepers’ Friend
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Servo-X Systems
Big in use, small in storage, the Servo-X trolley range will always find favour in the many
locations where space is at an absolute premium.
All Servo-X trolleys can be easily folded for storage and the laundry bags themselves
can be removed, incorporating drag handles and our top closure system.

*

Servo-X uses all the same bag sizes as ServoKeeper and Servo-Bag units, providing total
uniformity and allowing a fully integrated and
co-ordinated professional approach to system
planning.

100L

150L
Easy Folding for Compact Storage

Single 100L
Low-Line 150L

Integrated Laundry Bag Closure System

100L
100L
200L

Colour-Coding 100-litre Option
Twin 2 x 100L

Single 200L

Model
NX-1001
NX-1501
NX-1002
NX-2001
75mm Non-Marking Castors
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Bags

Castors

100L		
150L
4x
2 x 100L 75mm
1 x 200L		

Size
460 x 390 x 960mm
760 x 460 x 760mm
760 x 460 x 960mm
760 x 460 x 960mm

*

Bag System

Servo-X... the Housekeepers’ Friend

NuBag Systems
The NuBag system is fully complimentary to the NuKeeper range, providing a practical
selection of mobile laundry trolleys with a choice of capacity and bag sizes:200-litre, 100-litre and SBA 100 - 100-litre end extension kit
All bag sizes incorporate our drag handles and top closure system and are easily removed
from the trolley as necessary.
NuBag units comprise a fundamental collection and separation system which also allows
easy transportation to laundry facilities be they inside or out.

*

Integrated Laundry Bag Closure System

200L
100L

Coloured Bag Option

*

NB-3002
1 x 200L
1 x 100L

Easy Fold Bag System

Bag System

NB-3003
3 x 100L

NB-4003
1 x 200L
2 x 100L

NB-4004
4 x 100L

NB-5004
1 x 200L
3 x 100L

NB-5005
5 x 100L

Full Colour-Coding Option

Large 200mm Super-Quiet Wheels

NuBag... the
Housekeepers’
Friend

Model
Bags
NB-3002 1 x 200L + 1 x 100L
NB-3003
3 x 100L
NB-4003 1 x 200L + 2 x 100L
NB-4004
4 x 100L
NB-5004 1 x 200L + 3 x 100L
NB-5005
5 x 100L

Castors
4 x 200mm
4 x 200mm
4 x 200mm
4 x 200mm
4 x 200mm
4 x 200mm

Size
1110 x 665 x 1115mm
1110 x 665 x 1115mm
1490 x 665 x 1115mm
1490 x 665 x 1115mm
1870 x 665 x 1115mm
1870 x 665 x 1115mm
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NuKeeper Flexi Front

NKS - single

The NuKeeper single NKS model has been
specifically designed for the smaller facilities,
yet incorporates all of the highly respected
professional features for which all
NuKeepers are renowned.
The complete design is based on our Himobility AT chassis, incorporating heavy
duty 200mm soft ride castors and all round
bump protection. There is a choice of two
styles, either the Flexi Front model with
its hideaway cover system or our classic
single door cabinet design.

Accessories Drawers

NKS Flexi Front
NKS-12/FF
(Closed - two bags)
All the features of the NKS-11
but including a second, external
100-litre laundry bag extension.

120 litre Laundry Bag Option

Large 200mm SuperQuiet Wheels

*

NKS Flexi Front
Bag System

1540mm

1480mm

1140mm

NKS-11/FF
(Open - one bag)
Good capacity,
hideaway front cover
system, hi-mobility
soft ride chassis,
3 internal storage
drawers and one
100-litre internal
laundry bag.

NKS-11 - one bag
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NKS-12 - two bags

Housekeeping...
the Nukeeper Way

NuKeeper Hard Front

Top Trays on HardFront Models

Optional 30 litre Top Waste System

NKS Hard Front
NKS-12/HF
(Closed - two bags)
All the features of the NKS-11/HF
but including an additional external
100-litre laundry bag extension.

Simple Locking System

NKS Hard Front
NKS-11/HF
(Closed - one bag)
Good capacity, single
lockable front door, hi-mobility
soft ride chassis, 3 internal
storage drawers and one
100-litre internal laundry bag.

Optional Secure Key-Locking System

Model

Bags

Castors

Trays

Size

NKS11 1 x 100L 4 x 200mm 3 x 10L 1140 x 580 x 1480mm
NKS12 2 x 100L 4 x 200mm 3 x 10L 1540 x 580 x 1480mm
Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.
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NuKeeper Flexi Front

NKL - low

Each and every NuKeeper application has its own needs and requirements. The NuKeeper
NKL models incorporate all of the professional design features of the NuKeeper range but
are sized to suit small to medium sized establishments.
The NKL series are all based on our Hi-mobility AT chassis, incorporating 200mm soft
ride castors and all round bump
protection. There is a choice
between the innovative Flexi Front
with hideaway front cover and our
Hard Front cabinet design. Both
designs are available in 3 variations
in order to provide additional
laundry bag facilities.

Accessories Drawers

NKL Flexi Front
NKL-16/FF
(Open - one bag) Full twin capacity,
hideaway front cover system, hi-mobility
soft ride chassis, 3 internal storage
drawers, 100-litre laundry bag extension.

Large 200mm SuperQuiet Wheels

1510mm

NKL-15 - no bags
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NKL-16 - one bag

NKL Flexi Front

1910mm

1115mm

1100mm

NKL-17 - two bags

Housekeeping...
the Nukeeper Way

NKL-17/FF
(Open - two bags)
All the features of the NKL-16
but with a second 100-litre
laundry bag extension kit.

NuKeeper Hard Front
NKL Hard Front
NKL-17/HF
(Open - two bags)
All the features of the NKL-16/HF but including
two external 100-litre laundry bag extension kit.

Simple Locking System

NKL
Hard Front
NKL-16/HF
(Closed - one bag)
Full low level capacity,
double lockable front
doors, hi-mobility soft
ride chassis, 3 internal
storage drawers and
2 lidded and 1 open
top tray including one
external 100-litre laundry
bag extension kit.
Optional 30 litre Top Waste System

Model

Bags

Castors

Trays

Size

NKL15
-		
1100 x 580 x 1115mm
4 x 55 xx 10L
NKL16 1 x 100L		
10L 1510 x 580 x 1115mm
200mm
NKL17 2 x 100L		 5 x 10L 1910 x 580 x 1115mm
Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.
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NuKeeper Flexi Front

NKT - twin

The NuKeeper Twin “NKT” models
provide a range of professional
designs all based on our Hi-mobility
AT chassis, incorporating heavy
duty 200mm soft ride castors and
all round bump protection.
There is a choice of two styles,
either our classic Flexi Front model
with hideaway front covers or our
Hard Front cabinet design. Both
designs are available in 3 models
to provide for added laundry bag
facilities or the incorporation of
added operating features to meet
system requirements.

Accessories Drawers

NKT Flexi Front

NKT-21/FF
(Closed - one bag) Full twin
capacity, hideaway front cover
system, hi-mobility soft ride
chassis, 5 internal storage
drawers. 100-litre laundry bag
extension.

Large 200mm SuperQuiet Wheels

1100mm

1510mm

1910mm

1480mm

NKT Flexi Front

NKT-20 - no bags
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NKT-21 - one bag

NKT-22 - two bags

Housekeeping...
the Nukeeper Way

NKT-22/FF
(Open - two bags) All the features of
the NKT-21 but with a second 100-litre
laundry bag extension.

NuKeeper Hard Front

Optional Secure Key-Locking System

Superb Storage Facilities

NKT Hard Front

NKT-22/HF
(Closed - two bags) Full twin capacity, double front
lockable doors, hi-mobility soft ride chassis, 5 internal storage
drawers, 2 top lidded storage trays plus one open tray.
Easy Access Throughout

NKT
Hard Front
NKT-20/HF
(Open - no bag) Full twin capacity, double front
lockable doors, hi-mobility soft ride chassis, 5 internal storage
drawers, 2 top lidded storage trays plus one open tray.

Optional LS
Long Shelf model

Model

Bags

Castors

Trays

Size

NKT20
-		
1100 x 580 x 1480mm
4 x 55 xx 10L
NKT21 1 x 100L		
10L 1510 x 580 x 1480mm
200mm
NKT22 2 x 100L		 5 x 10L 1910 x 580 x 1480mm
Photographs include extra items for illustration purposes only.
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NOTES
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NOTES
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